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Abstract
Today’s Operating Systems (OS) are much more advanced in terms 
of usability, ease of use, hardware compatibility and performance. 
The major player in the desktop OS market is Microsoft Windows. 
While Microsoft claims that windows is the fastest operating 
system, but the open source communities like those of Linux have 
demonstrated using proofs that Linux is much faster than windows 
in various aspects. Also, with the advent of viruses, security issues 
were raised in front of windows which drew people’s attention 
towards Linux. The recent advancements in Linux have made it 
much more user friendly and compatible with most of the hardware 
platforms. This paper basically explains the distributions of Linux 
and performance differences of windows and Linux in similar 
environments.
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I. Introduction
Microsoft introduced windows in the year 1985. Since then, it has 
captured the computer market and more than 95% of the computers 
run windows. But the problem with windows is low security and 
low performance due to its inherent architecture. The major 
problem is also that Microsoft has not made much modification 
to the kernel of windows since the release of Windows 95. So, 
the windows kernel cannot properly utilize the newer dual core 
architectures. On a contrast, Linux is more advanced in these 
terms as it is open source and it is being constantly developed and 
improved upon. Next, Linux is preferred to be used more in servers 
than windows due to its security. As of January 2012, 63.5% of 
total web servers run Linux and 36.5% use Windows server [1]. 
The desktop share for Linux OS has also risen significantly. As of 
December 2011, the desktop Linux share has risen from 0.96% to 
1.41%. This is mainly due to greater hardware support and more 
user friendly approaches in Linux [2]. In this paper, we have 
discussed the distributions of Linux and performance differences 
of windows and Linux in similar environments.  

II. Flavors of Linux
Both Windows and Linux come in many flavors. All the flavors of 
Windows come from Microsoft; the various distributions of Linux 
come from different companies (i.e. Linspire, Red Hat, SuSE, 
Ubuntu, Xandros, Knoppix, Slackware, Lycoris, etc.). Windows 
has two main lines. The older flavors are referred to as “Win9x” 
and consist of Windows 95, 98, 98SE and me. The newer flavors 
are referred to as “NT class” and consist of Windows NT3, NT4, 
2000, XP, Vista, 7 and 8. The flavors of Linux are referred as 
distributions. All the Linux distributions released around the same 
time frame usually use the same kernel. They differ in the add-on 
software provided, GUI, install process, price, documentation and 
technical support. Both Linux and Windows come in desktop and 
server editions and in Linux, we can use the desktop edition as 
server by sampling installing additional packages, so, no need 
to install additional operating systems. Moreover, Linux offers 

many GUI flavors which users can install in their systems. And, 
the users are not forced to keep a single GUI; instead, they can 
install multiple GUIs at the same time and use them whenever they 
want without sacrificing one. The different GUI systems available 
are Unity, GNOME, KDE, Xfce, LXDE etc. [6].

A. GNOME

Fig. 1: GNOME 3 Desktop Environment

Fig. 1, shows the GNOME 3 Desktop Environment. Hundreds 
of applications are available for GNOME. They enable people 
to engage in a vast range of activities, including everything from 
playing media and editing photos to system administration. And 
the vast majority is freely available. Here are just some of the 
great applications that you can use on GNOME.

Banshee- Media Player• 
Inkscape- Draw Graphics• 
Simple Scan- Print your Scans• 
Tomboy- Note taking Application• 
Rhythmbox- Organize & Listen Music• 
Shotwell- Edit Photos• 
GIMP- Paint Program• 
Cheese- Webcam• 

B. KDE
KDE is managed by the KDE Developer community which 
develops and improves upon the packages. The KDE desktop 
environment looks much like the Windows environment and offers 
more features than GNOME. It uses Dolphin as the default file 
browser and “Rekonq” as the default web browser. Fig. 2, shows 
the KDE 4.8 Desktop Environment.

Fig. 2: KDE 4.8 Desktop Environment
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C. XFCE
The Xfce desktop environment is much like the classic version 
of GNOME. It is best suited for slow PCs. Xfce uses “Thunar” 
as the default file manager. Fig. 3, shows the Xfce Desktop 
Environment.

Fig. 3: Xfce Desktop Environment

D. LXDE
The LXDE desktop environment is a lightweight desktop package 
targeted towards old PCs. It uses “PCManFM” as the default file 
manager. Fig. 4, shows the LXDE Desktop Environment

Fig. 4: LXDE Desktop Environment

E. Unity Desktop Environment
Unity Desktop Environment uses same core or same set of rules 
as GNOME uses but differ in appearance. Fig. 5, shows the Unity 
Desktop Environment.

Fig. 5: Unity Desktop Environment (only on Ubuntu)

List of some popular Linux Distros and their Purposes are given 
in Table 1.

Table 1:  Showing some popular Linux distros and their application 
area [5].

Distribution Purpose
Debian Home users and servers.

Ubuntu Home users (Unity based on 
Debian)

Kubuntu Home users (KDE based)
Xubuntu Xfce based for classic GNOME.

Lubuntu LXDE based for slow 
computers.

Fedora Home based by Red Hat Inc.
Red Hat 
Enterprise 
Linux

For enterprises.

openSUSE Home based.
Linux Mint Home users (Debian Based).

III. Customizability
Linux is customizable in a way that Windows is not. For one, 
the user interface, while similar in concept, varies in detail from 
distribution to distribution. For example, the task bar may default 
to being on the top or the bottom. Also, there are many special 
purpose versions of Linux above and beyond the distributions 
described above. For example, NASLite is a version of Linux 
that runs off a single floppy disk (since revised to also boot from 
a CD) and converts an old computer into a file server. This ultra-
small edition of Linux is capable of networking, file sharing and 
being a web server.

IV. Running Linux Without Installing it
One thing that Linux can do that Windows cannot, is run from a 
CD. To run Windows, it has to first be installed to your hard disk. 
Normally Linux also runs from a hard disk, but there are many 
versions of Linux that run completely from a CD without having 
to be installed to a hard disk. The term for this is a “Live” CD. 
The CD based versions of Linux differ in their use of the hard 
disk. Some, such do not write anything at all to your hard disk, 
making it the safest and easiest way to experience Linux. The 
downside of this is speed (CDs are much slower than hard disks) 
and continuity (being able to save data between uses). 

V. Hardware Support
Linux can run on a variety of hardware ranging from old 
computers to the latest ones. Most importantly, Linux supports 
the newer laptop hardware which includes touchpad gestures, 
touch keyboard shortcuts, webcams etc. in windows, most of the 
times we need drivers to use devices but Linux kernel has inbuilt 
drivers called modules which load dynamically into the memory 
and communicate with the hardware. 

VI. File System Support
Windows supports only three file systems, NTFS, FAT and FAT32. 
While Linux supports a variety of them. Linux install itself to an 
ext4 file system but supports many of them, whereas Windows 
does not support ext file systems in any case. Moreover, the ext 
file system has a very less amount of fragmentation but windows 
suffer from fragmentation problems. 
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VII. Process Scheduling
The Linux kernel has an advanced    process scheduling mechanism 
that makes the most out of CPU and RAM. The processes are 
scheduled in such a way that each process uses CPU and RAM 
for a specific amount of time in a turn by turn manner. So, we 
have an added advantage of using more applications at a time 
than windows. This can be easily seen below in the virtualization 
comparison.

VIII. Performance Comparison
Shown below is the performance comparison between Windows 
and Linux in various areas. The following rigs were used for the 
test:

Intel core 2 Duo processor @ 2.00GHz• 
4 GB DDR2 800MHz Dual Channel Mode RAM• 
320 GB WDC 5400 rpm SATA HDD• 
Windows 7 x86_64 Service Pack 1• 
Ubuntu 11.10 Oneric Ocelot x86_64 on Linux mainline kernel • 
3.1

Both the operating systems had the appropriate drivers 
installed. 

A. Idle Time CPU and RAM Usage
Fig. 6(a) and fig. 6(b), shows the task manager and system monitor 
from Windows and Linux respectively during idle time.

Fig. 6(a): Task Manager of Windows

Fig. 6(b): Task Manager of Linux

Windows task manager showing CPU and RAM usage during 
idle time. The CPU usage in linux is more because it shows real 
time processor usage and accounts the system idle process while 
windows doesn’t. 

B. Usage Under Google Chrome Browser
Fig. 7(a) and fig. 7(b), shows the CPU and RAM usage when 
running google chrome browser in Linux and Windows.

Fig. 7(a): CPU and RAM usage when Running Google Chrome 
Browser in Linux

Fig. 7(b): CPU and RAM usage when Running Google Chrome 
Browser in Windows

Linux and windows task managers showing CPU and RAM usage 
when running google chrome browser with same plugins.

C. Linux on Windows vs Windows on Linux
Fig. 8(a) and fig. 8(b), compare the load during Windows 
virtualized on Linux and Linux virtualized on Windows on the 
vmware platform. These figures are shown in a software virtualized 
environment using a single CPU core for virtualization.
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Fig. 8(a): Windows Virtualized on Linux

Fig. 8(b): Linux Virtualized on Windows

Windows vista running on ubuntu and kubuntu running on 
windows 7 both showing CPU and RAM usage.

IX. Conclusion
According to Open Source Initiative, Everyone should have the 
freedom to download, run, copy, distribute study, share, and 
change and improve their software for any purpose, without paying 
licensing fees. The license must allow modifications and derived 
works, and must allow them to be distributed under the same terms 
as the license of the original software [4, 7, and 8]. In this way, 
Linux Distributions are more effective than Windows. On Social 
Networking Website “Facebook”, small survey is conducted in 
order to know the views of users towards windows and Linux. 
We conclude that users are in favour of using Linux instead of 
Windows due to various reasons mentioned in this paper.
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